Abstract. This article focuses on the improvement of the control performance of the electro-hydraulic position servo system. A three-order state feedback (3OSF) controller is designed to eliminate static error. For the purpose that overcome the inadequacy due to high order in the 3OSF control system, a weighted switching algorithm in the finite frequency domain is adopted to realize the switching control using the 3OSF-2OSF dual-controller. Experiments show that the control system using the 3OSF-2OSF dual-controller weighted switching in the finite frequency domain has better dynamic performance and static performance than the control system using the 2OSF. Comparing with the threshold switching, the developed switching algorithm has smaller switching impact.
reduce the sensitivity of the control action on switching process, to achieve the purpose of further reduce switching shocks [9] .
Mathematical Model
The electro-hydraulic position servo system is shown as figure 1 
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Where, 
Where A , B and C are the system matrix, input matrix and output matrix. The 2OSF system controller is
Where,
is the state feedback gain vector;  is the reference signal gain; ( ) r t is the reference signal.
Design of Electro-hydraulic Position Servo 3OSF Control System
The given signal reference model is r r r r r ( )
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Where r A , r B and r C are system matrix, input matrix and output matrix. Make ( ) r q s the minimal polynomial of r A , ( ) q s is the root factor of r( ) q s which located in s right half closed plane.
. When t   , the model part that will not tend to zero is shown in Eq. (9) . 
Theorem 1 [10] The necessary and sufficient condition that the single input, single output control system Eq.(6) can realize none static error control as the figure 2 shows is: for each root
Where, n is the dimension of the square matrices A . If the reference signal ( ) r t is step signal, then r ( ) ( ) q s q s s   , when t   , the part of ( ) r t that dose not tend to zero is Eq.(11). 0 s  , the only root of ( ) 0
c c c
is the state vector. 
After taking Eq.(14) into Eq.(12), the obtaining new system matrix is Eq. (15). The state feedback expected characteristic polynomial is Eq. (16).
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The sufficient conditions for Eq. (20) are
If  and  is seemed as linear time-invariant filter operator, then
Where, Though the 3OSF control system Eq. (12)~Eq.(14)has better static performance than the 2OSF control system Eq.(6)~Eq. (7), the high order results in the decrease of system parameter perturbation resistance. Because the static error and load elastic stiffness K are positive correlation, so, while the load elastic stiffness K and static error are relatively small, the 2OSF control is adopted; when the load elastic stiffness K and static error are relatively larger, the 3OSF control is adopted. As shown in figure 3 , the 3OSF -2OSF double controller switch control system is adopted to overcome the 3OSF control system defect of high order. When switching threshold, due to the two kinds of controller's output is not equal at the switch point, which result in the system impact [11] . Take the weighting switching control in finite frequency domain instead of threshold switch, to realize the smooth transition between the controllers. figure 4a ) and b), c) and d), it can be seen the weighting switching algorithm in finite frequency domain can reduce the control action during switching and realize 3OSF-2OSF dual-controller smooth switching. Figure 5 is the control performance contrast test curve. Figure 5a) shows the electro-hydraulic position servo 2OSF control system exist static error. Figure 5b) shows the 3OSF-2OSF dual-controller weighting switching system in finite frequency domain realizes none static error and the dynamic performance is consistent with expectation index ( s t = s * t =80ms). 
